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Salinity Data Processing

Overview Data are entered from the log sheets into a computer using a C program to create  two
files for each session (hot##a.log and hot##a.raw for session ‘a’).  Statistics are per-
formed on the substandards with thessstat.m program and the results are used to deter-
mine if corrections are necessary for all or part of each sessions.

The corrections are applied with theraw2dat.c program which creates one data file
called hot##.dat. The bottle measurements are then compared against the CTD 2 dbar
profiles.  Apparent outliers should be checked as possible typographical errors in the
hot##.dat, hot##.log and hot##.raw files.  Once typos are corrected, a report is written
describing the measuring, processing, drift corrections and suggestions for errors
observed in the comparison with 2 dbar data.  The final salinities are then sent to the
CTD processing area viadat2sal.c.

Data Entry Autosal Program. The autosal.c program is currently located in C:\salin\procm on
most of the PC’s in MSB 420 and in the /home/malino5/hot/salt/proc directory on a Sun
Workstation.  It prompts the user for information and creates two files for each session:
hot##.log and hot##.raw (‘##’ stands for the cruise number; ‘hot##’ can be replaced by
‘eq#’).  The log file is meant to resemble the handwritten measurement log and is used
for reference purposes only.  The raw file contains only the cruise samples and is used
by the processing programs to create the final results file (hot##.dat).

This program operates in a seemingly illogical manner because it was designed to sup-
port a previously used and very different method of making Autosal measurements.  It
can also exhibit flaky behavior so utmost care should be used when running it so as not
to have to re-enter a large number of measurements.  It is advisable to plan your time so
that you do not have to stop in the middle of entering one full session of data.

The program prompts for the file name to be created.  This should be “hot##a,” for
example.  Then a menu appears and the ‘temperatures’ should be entered first.  Then the
‘IAPSO measurements’ should be entered.  If a second or later session is being entered,
you must select this option after entering the ‘temperatures’ and input a zero offset, oth-
erwise the program will apply some strange, non-linear term which can only be cor-
rected for by re-entering all the data.  The same problem also occurs if the temperatures
are not entered at the beginning of the session.  Then, you are ready to enter one or more
substandards and iterate between the ‘substandard’ and the ‘sample’ options until the
entire session is entered.  The program must be ‘quit’ and restarted for the next session.
It is easy to correct typos later if you take notes as you go along as to where you caught
errors.  Unfortunately, the option the program offers to ‘re-enter the previous measure-
ment’ only works for IAPSO entries.  The standby number must be re-entered every
time you select a menu option.

The current method of making Autosal measurements entails taking the average of the
two closest measurements that are within 0.00005 twice-the-conductivity-ratio units of
one another.  Occasionally there is an unstable reading where this is not possible; then,
the two closest measurements are averaged.  For example if the two closest readings are
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1.97324 and 1.97321, the input value is 1.973225.  Or for 2.01217 and 2.01221, the
input value is 2.01219.

Transfer of Data to the Sun System.Or if the Sun version ofautosal.c was used,
move the files from /home/malino5/hot/salt/proc to /home/malino5/hot/salt/hot##.

1. Ftp lea from Waiola while in the C:\salin\ directory.

2. Set interactive mode off and set to ascii mode.

3. “cd /home/malino5/hot/salt”

4. “mkdir hot##”

5. “cd /home/malino5/hot/salt/hot##”

6. “mput hot##*.*”

7. Check to see that all the files were transferred and then “exit.”

8. Back up the files on a 5 1/4” floppy disk.

Corr ect Data Entry Errors.

1. Log into the Sun system and delete the backup files.

2. Use ‘vi’ or ‘textedit’or ‘pico’ to check for and correct data entry errors.  Use the mat-
lab functionsalinity.m to calculate salinity for incorrectly entered conductivity
ratios.

Data Processing IAPSO Data (iapso##.dat).Look at an old iapso.dat file for the correct format and cre-
ate an iapso##.dat file.  Although the before and after values for the first IAPSO are
recorded in the report, the pre-standardization IAPSO measurement is not recorded in
this file nor is it entered into the hot##.raw or hot##.log files via the autosal.c program.

Substandard Analysis (ssstat.m  >> ss##.dat ss##.stat ss##.ps).This is done using
Matlab4 programs which can be run from anywhere if you have the path /home/
malino5/hot/salt/proc in your matlab.def file.  It is best to run Matlab from the /malino5/
hot/salt/hot## directory because the programs will create post-script files in the current
directory.  Help in Matlab is available for all processing programs.

1. Change directories to /home/malilno5/hot/salt/procm and remove any old temporary
files that Matlab use such as ‘temp.sh’ (otherwise the programs will crash and leave
behind more temporary files).

2. Run Matlab1

3. >>”ssstat(‘hot’,##)”

make ss##.dat?         “n” the first time, “y” once the outliers are identified

make ss##.stat?        “n” the first time, “y” once the outliers are identified

plot substandards?    “y”

remove outliers?       “n” the first time, “y” if outliers are identified

1. >> indicates one  is in the Matlab environment,
italics denote program prompts and replies,
double quotes (”) denote user entries and
plain text outside of quotes are the author’s comments.
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4. If the range of substandard scatter is less than 1mpsu, then no corrections need to be
applied.  If there is a change of more than 0.5 mpsu then a correction should be
applied for that session or part thereof.  Occasionally a linear correction needs to be
made which can’t be done with these programs and must be done separately.   See /
home/malino5/hot/salt/hot40/README for an example of an application of a linear
offset.  While the plot is still on the screen:

     >> “title(‘HOT-## Seawater Substandard Measurements’)”

     >> “gtext(‘< FIGURE1A >’)”      (and click at center above the title)

     >> “print ss##.ps”

5. Re-run ssstat.m, creating the ss##.dat and ss##.stat files.

6. If outliers were removed, while the second plot is still on the screen:

     >> “title(‘HOT-## Seawater Substandard Measurements with Outliers Removed’)”
     >> “gtext(‘< FIGURE1B >’)”      (and click at center above the title)
     >> “print -append s##.ps”

Create Data File (raw2dat.c  >>  hot##.dat) .Now that the corrections have been
determined, the hot##.dat file must be created with the raw2dat.c program.  First,
remove any letters from bottle numbers in the hot##.raw files such as ‘gf’ for go-flo
samples or ‘ts’ for thermosalinograph samples.  Since they are not used for CTD cali-
brations, cut and paste the go-flo or thermosalinograph data to a different xxx##.raw file
(and let the log file remain an accurate representation of the measurement run).  Other-
wise, the output file of this program will contain a nonsensical stream of characters.

1. exit Matlab

2. “cd ../procm”

3. “raw2dat hot ##”

path for the *.raw (input) & .dat (output) files is:
               /home/malino5/hot/salt/hot##/   :   correct?  (y/n)  [y]: “enter”

     Enter name of file for session/day #1: “hot##a.raw”
->Enter Correction for session/day #1 (in psu): Enter offset or “0.0” for no offset

Are there any more cru*.raw files?  (y/n) [n]:  “y” if another “n” if no more

Are there any bottles to ignore( (y/n) [n]:  “enter” Working at it...

Done

Plot Autosal Data Against CTD Profiles (plotdat.m  >> hot##.ps)  .This Matlab pro-
gram plotdat.m must be run from /home/malino5/hot/salt/procm because it accesses the
files called rmbad.ctd and rm99.ctd.  The purpose of this program is to plot the samples
against the CTD profiles to look for possible data entry errors.  When all possible cor-
rections have been made the program should be run again, saving the plots to use for the
report.

1. Run Matlab

2. make an array of all casts with station numbers, e.g. >>”casts = [1 1;2 1;2 2;2 3; ...”

3. >>”plotdat(‘hot’,##,casts)”

Example (program prompts are in italics, user responses are in plain text):
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>> plotdat(‘hot’,50,[2 1])
Enter cruise title (for plot, ie:  HOT): HOT
Save plot(s) ? (y/n) [n]:
Plot CTD data ? (y/n) [y]:
Plot up cast ? (y/n) [y]:
Plot down cast ? (y/n) [n]:
Plot Autosal bottle data ? (y/n) [y]:
Plot Duplicate bottle data ? (y/n) [n]:
path & 1st letter of filename for CTD data is:
     /home/hokulea/rlukas/malino5/hot/50/h
Correct ? (y/n) [y]:
path for bottle data is:
     /home/hokulea/rlukas/malino5/hot/salt/hot50/
Correct ? (y/n) [y]:
path & filename for pressure data is:
     /home/hokulea/rlukas/malino5/hot/50/hot50.qc
Correct ? (y/n) [y]:
... plotting station-02 cast-01 ...
Press any key when ready...

4. After typos are corrected in the hot##.raw files and raw2dat.c is rerun, rerun plot-
dat.m, saving the plots.   A program calledautoplot.m is identical to plotdat.m but
automatically creates the plots sequentially with out prompts in between.

Send Data to CTD Processing Area (dat2sal.c >> .../hot/##/hot##.SALTS). When
the data is ready to send to the processing area, do the following:

1. “cd /home/malino5/hot/salt/procm”

2. “dat2sal hot ##”
path for the *.dat (data to be sent) file is:

                   /home/malino5/hot/salt/hot##/      :
                                   correct?  (y/n)  [y]:
      path for the *.SALTS (destination) is:
                  /home/malino5/hot/##/      :
                                   correct?  (y/n)   :

3. Inform the Computer Technician in charge of CTD data processing that the salinity
data have been transferred.

4. E-mail go-flo salinities to the GOFS group leader if any were taken.

Check Status of Salinity Processing Area.

1. Remove temporary files from/home/malino5/hot/salt/proc.

2. Check file permissions in /hot/salt/hot##: they should be readable, writable and exe-
cutable for other group members.

Write Summary Report Follow the format of old reports.  There are two troff files which can be copied and then
edited for the current analysis, hot##.trf which is the text of the report and hot##.tbl
which is the set of tables for the report.  Copy the templates from the /home/malino5/
hot/salt/templates directory into the directory you are working in.  The description of
the lab measurements should always be the same; the standardization results and sub-
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standard statistics vary from cruise to cruise.  Anything unusual about the CTD-bottle
comparisons (e.g. recurrent pylon problems) should be discussed in the Quality Control
Notes along with the regular cast-by-cast recommendations.

Once the hot##.trf and hot##.tbl files are made, two commands can be run to make post-
script files called ‘hot##.ps’ to print out.

1) eqn hot##.trf | troff -ms -t | /usr/newsprint/bin/pl --r --e /bin/cat : opost > hot##.ps

2) tbl hot##.tbl | eqn | troff -ms -t | /usr/newsprint/bin/pl --r --e /bin/cat : opost > hot##.ps

These two commands are aliased and are available for copying in /home/mana0/rlukas/
nosse/.cshrc.  The aliases are called trf2ps and tbl2ps.

In addition to this report and the ss##.ps plot and the hot##.ps output of plotdat , there
are a few other tables to add to the Salinity Processing Reports binder.  Table 5 men-
tioned in the report is a listing from hot##.dat and is stapled in the report between the
troff files and the plots.  Included with the report is a concatenated printout of all the raw
and log files.  These two printouts are usually stapled separately and placed in the binder
after the report.

Example
lea% enscript -2rG -bTable_5 hot##.dat
lea% cat *.log > hot##.log; enscript -2rG hot##.log; \rm hot##.log
lea% cat *.raw > hot##.raw; enscript -2rG hot##.raw; \rm hot##.raw

Copy Summary Report into /home/malino5/hot/##/history.##.There is a history file
for every cruise called history.##.  In this file there is a location for the salinity report.
The easiest way to transfer the data is to use “deroff” to make a plain text version of the
report and then copy it into the history file in Openwindows.
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APPENDIX 1:

Enter measurements into the computer.
Copy to a floppy disk.
Ftp to the Sun Workstation hard disk area.

autosal.c

hot##a.log
hot##b.log

hot##a.raw
hot##b.raw

raw2dat.c hot##.dat Run “raw2dat.c” applying drift corrections.

ss##.dat
ss##.stat

ssstat.m

fig##.ps

Make data entry corrections.

ftp

Run “ssstat.m.”
Choose drift corrections from substandard analysis.

hot##.dat
2db file
mrk files

plotdat.m
Run “plotdat.m” without saving the plots.
Check outliers for typos and rerun raw2dat.c if necessary..
Rerun plotdat.m,  saving the plots.

dat2sal.chot##.dat hot##.SALTS Run “dat2sal.c” to deposit bottle salinities into CTD area.


